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I-INTRODUCTION:
For several years, (DCS - Distributed Control Systems) have played a key role in the
design of modern power applications such as modern gas industry, particularly in the
automatic management of real time gas platforms, using (SCADA - Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition) systems [1]. A telemetry system is complex, with a number of assets and
locations to monitor and control, wide platforms in large area. From a communications
perspective, it can be a multi-layered system using a variety of communications media such
as radio, cellular, and fiber to interconnect sites. Then, a top-end graphical (SCADA/DCS) [2]
system is required to display all field data in a manner that can be easily understood.

Figure 1. Modern (SCADA/DCS) systems platform
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The use of semantic intelligent application embedded in (SCADA/DCS) intelligent devices
creates new generation of vulnerabilities and problems in these systems as presented in the
figure 1.
II-THE SEMANTIC CYBER SECURITY
In this work, we present a semantic cyber security system and we study the semantic
intelligent (SCADA/DCS) systems vulnerabilities [11, 12], focusing on the semantic attacks.

.

Figure 2 . Multiple layers in the semantic application embedded in modern semantic
(SCADA/DCS) [3]
For resolving semantic problems we propose a security global solution for the new
generation of (SCADA/DCS) systems, which are typically employed in wireless
communication support systems, embedded intelligent devices, embedded web services,
embedded semantic and intelligent applications. The proposed solution atoms at protecting
critical semantic (SCADA/DCS) processes from the effects of major failures of information
systems, network disruptions or damage, and we focus our attention on the newest
generation (OS- Operating System), such systems named semantic intelligent
(SCADA/DCS). We used a security block in the global network access point composed by
((Firewall), (IDS – Intrusion Detection System) and network antivirus), security protocols
deployed in different network (OSI) model levels. We applied our security global solution to
modern gas industrial platforms in Algerian university laboratory and university laboratory in
France. We used our mixed coordinates (ECC – Elliptic Curve Cryptography) solution [5],
this is an encryption and key management protocol developed specifically for low latency
embedded applications, it supports low speed links, short messages, (request/response),
polled messages. We integrated security mechanisms in specific (SCADA/DCS) protocol
(DNP3 - Distributed Network Protocol version 3). We present in the figure 2, an example of
semantic attack scenario in modern (SCADA/DCS) systems.
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Figure 3. Semantic attack scenario in modern (SCADA/DCS) systems
III-OUR SEMANTIC SECURITY SOLUTION
Moreover, we made use of the (WS-Security) framework and we crypt and signed all the
improved security protocols frames with mixed coordinates (ECC) and a hash function.
Where encryption implementation between (SCADA/DCS) embedded intelligent devices and
(RTU – Remote Terminal Unit/PLC Programmable Logic Controller) should not degrade the
functional or performance capability of the operational function in these semantic intelligent
systems [9], with the use of adapted semantic security global solution.
Advantages of the (DNP3) communications protocol in industrial and utility telemetry
systems, the key features of the (DNP3) protocol and the benefits to industrial and utility
telemetry systems. The DNP3 protocol has a number of features and advantages. However,
the following features are particularly useful for industrial and utility applications , Open
protocol , Classification of field data ,Report by exception ,Time-stamped data , Support for
time synchronization , Secure authentication , Diagnostic information for each (I/O) point
,Communication to multiple masters. Advanced communications factures for (DNP3-Based)
telemetry systems (Peer-to-peer communications, (DNP3) message pass-through [6], Data
Concentration). (DNP3) is an exceptional protocol, it is modern, robust, intelligent, and a truly
open protocol. It is still an evolving protocol. This is illustrated by the addition of secure
authentication. In our work we proposed a new semantic (DNP) version obtained by the
combination of (DNP) protocol with (SOAP – Simple Object Access Protocol) and (SNMP –
Simple Network Management Protocol) [7] for semantic communication and intelligent
(IT-SCADA) platform monitoring, where (IT-SCADA) obtained by the inter-conexion between
(IT) network and (SCADA/DCS) network.
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We resumed in the table 1 below, our results in our global semantic security solution,
obtained by the use of the new security (DNP) protocol combined with other (IT - Information
Technology) protocols as (SOAP), (SSL - Secure Socket Layer /VPN - Virtual Private
Network), (SNMP) protocol and the use of (ECC) cryptography solution combined with a
hash function for securing the communications in the modern (SCADA/DCS). We resumed
our security (IT-SCADA) interconnected platform in the figure 3 below, where we used
(SSL/VPN) optimized with (ECC- Elliptic Curve Cryptography) mixed coordinates for creating
virtual partition (VPN1) for
(IT) application named enterprise zone, (VPN2) for
(SCADA/DCS) named control zone and (DMZ- Demilitarized Zone) between the too virtual
partitions as presented in the figure 3 below.
We introduced the use of semantic security ontologies for resolving semantic vulnerabilities
in modern semantic (SCADA/DCS) systems, we presented the security ontologies
classification in the figure 3. The security ontologies composed by:
-Beginning security ontologies.
-Security taxonomies.
-General security ontologies.
-Specific security ontologies.
-Web oriented security ontologies.
-Risk based security ontologies.
-Security ontologies requirements.
-Modeling security ontologies.

Figure 4. Classification of security ontologies [4,10]
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We proposed the integration of security ontologies in the semantic security block,
composed by semantic firewall, semantic (IDS- Intrusion Detection System) and network anti
virus [5] as embedded software’s in security devices. Implemented with (OWL-S) standard
[10].

Figure 5. Our proposed solution topology for modern (IT-SCADA)

Figure 6 . Our Secure ontologies implemented with “Protégé 3.2.1” Editor
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We resumed our global security solution in the table 1. We applied our global security
solution in modern gas industry in Algerian and European laboratory.
Table 1. Security level proposed in our global solution
Security Level

Proposed solution

Message

(DNP/SOAP/Security) Protocol

Application

(SSL/VPN) Protocol

Application

(DNP/SOAP/SNMP/Security) Protocol

Cryptography and
Signature

Mixed coordinates ECC combined with hash Function
XML Signature [8]

Access point

Security semantic Block (Firewall, IDS, Network Antivirus)

IV-CONCLUSION
We conclude that in our work we proposed a new secured (DNP) protocol version
combined with optimized (VPN/SSL) protocol, optimized (SNMP) protocol combined with
internet messaging (SOAP) protocol and with the use of security block. We proposed the
integration of security ontologies in the security devices composed the security block and
(ECC) mixed coordinates solution combined with a hash function in all cryptography and
signature operations.
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